This book is an acknowledged revision of The Elson Readers: Book Two, which I have in this collection under 1920. Much seems to have changed from that edition. Now the series has a new name: Elson-Gray Basic Readers in the Curriculum Foundation Series. 1930 was the last printing I have of the second Elson Reader, and this copyright page has a 1931, 1936 copyright. It thus appears that Scott, Foresman changed its series between 1930 and 1931. This copy is in good condition, with lovely colored art. I find only two fables, as against the many in the earlier version. Little Mouse and the Stranger there has become Little Mouse Sees the World here (94-97). It has two good partial-page colored illustrations. It is followed by The Camel and the Pig (98-101), likewise with two strong illustrations.
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